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What is gFEX ?

Super fancy, expensive 
module/electronic 

board
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13ATLAS detector diagram

For jFEX and eFEX
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➢ New Luminosity!!!          We need faster, better hardware to keep up. 

❖ gFEX = “Global Feature Extractor”
➢ Global - takes data of the whole event from entire calorimeter (hadronic)

➢ Feature(s) - pT, missing ET, eta/phi coordinates, centrality, (from built-in algorithms)  

➢ Extractor - makes quick decisions on which data to keep (within 125 ns !!!!)

❖ Purpose ???? 

Finding Large Radius Jets !!!

➢ Lorentz boosted Higgs, 
W, & Z bosons, top quarks, etc.
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❖ How do you define/calculate efficiency?

➢ Denominator histogram: all pT that passed gFEX’s trigger
➢ Numerator histogram: all pT above a certain threshold

➢ TGraphAsymmErrors -> Efficiency curve (see right)

❖ Per Jet, or per Event? 
➢ Per Jet: comparing every jet, regardless of event

➢ Per event: events with lower pT threshold don’t pass the cut

❖ Are we requiring the jets to be matched?
➢ Apply distance formula between gJets and offlineJets, 

where x = jet.eta(), and y = jet.phi()

❖ Are we requiring the jets to be isolated?  
➢ Can jets within an event overlap/share gTowers?
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Seeded Simple-Cone Jet Algorithm
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Multijet QCD Background, cut at pt > 140 GeV
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Multijet QCD Background, cut at pt > 140 GeV
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Preliminary Pileup Correction
Efficiency Plots for W’ signal, mass = 800 [GeV], all events

gJets cut at 100 GeV
gJets cut at 140 GeV
gJets cut at 180 GeV

gJets cut at 100 GeV
gJets cut at 140 GeV
gJets cut at 180 GeV
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gFEX Efficiency for Multijet QCD Background

Offline Jet pT [GeV]

gJets cut at 100 GeV
gJets cut at 140 GeV
gJets cut at 180 GeV

Run 2 L1 Jets cut at 100 
GeV

Yikes!!!
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Issues
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➢ Different regions of pT are scaled - at first incorrectly
■ Giordon introduced “MC Quality Cuts,” to filter out low pT jets/events

➢ Low pT bumps in efficiency plots are still occurring, mostly in multijet QCD background

➢ gTowers don’t have mass → Is actually OK:
■ Not reconstructed from a vertex
■ Mass -> energy clustered in space, requires vector to calculate
■ Latency decisions -> gFEX just doesn’t have the time
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Issues
❖ Something may be wrong with MC15 Samples generated for gFEX studies: 

➢ No big change in turn-on curves at different thresholds ???
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My Job - Pileup Studies
❖ 2. Pile-up studies (work-in-progress) 

❖ Currently not seeing much improvement :( 
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offline jets?
❖ Samples ??? 
❖ Continue with pileup subtraction methods, also study jet 

substructure variables
❖ gFEX board final design → hopefully installed this winter

➢ Can study board’s resistance to radiation until Long Shutdown 2
➢ During LS2, jFEX and eFEX will be installed, 

as well as upgrades to gFEX
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¿Preguntas?
76

Muchas gracias!


